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Fig. 2. Plan, showing truss and bay numbering.

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
SUMMARY AND HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Three Chimneys is a three-bayed thatched cottage which includes a two-bay hall and a chamber. The
house still occupies exactly same plan area as when originally constructed in 1457/8. Although the
cottage is named for its present three brick chimney stacks, the cottage is also significant for retaining
evidence for two smoke louvre positions as well as remains of a smoke hood.

PHASE 1: The house contains a two-bay hall (bays I-II) serving as both hall and service, with a chamber
in the third bay. The chamber was probably open originally to the roof. An interesting feature of the arch-
braced centre truss (T2) in the hall is that it was closed below the collar with a tiebeam and wattle-and-
daub panels. It demonstrates the development from a large two-bayed hall to a more compartmentalised
arrangement with the service being separated from the hall by a closed partition. The truss arrangement is
almost identical to that at Pithouse, Mapledurham (MDM-B), except that here the carefully chamfered
centre truss is arch-braced. The two centre trusses have type ‘E’ apexes while the end trusses were
originally half-hipped (type ‘V’) apexes. The first phase louvre is placed adjacent to the hall centre truss,
in the end bay. The primary timbers have been tree-ring dated to Winter 1457/8 (with a stave felled the
following winter), and the house was probably built immediately after Pithouse Cottage, Mapledurham,
(MDM-B, 1454/5) by the same carpenters.

PHASE 2: Early in the development of the house, a second smoke louvre was constructed on the
opposite side of the hall truss, off-centre of the ridge. This was perhaps because the central bay did not
receive enough heat from the hearth on the other side of T2. Not long after this insertion, a smoke hood
was constructed under the primary smoke louvre position within bay I; a series of large-sectioned joists
were inserted, running transversely over the rest of bay I, providing a loft. These alterations probably
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took place in about 1500. Later in the sixteenth century, the chamber was floored over to provide extra
accommodation.

PHASE 3: During the seventeenth century, the middle bay (the hall proper) was floored over, and a
chimney stack was built against T2 which served the both bays I and II, with its brick chimney built
within the pre-existing smoke hood. A staircase serving both bays I and II was built around the remains
of the smoke hood.

LATER PHASES: In the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century, additional chimneys were
constructed at each end of the house, serving bays I and III. The older fireplace serving bay I was
probably then bricked up. The bread oven under the staircase may have been inserted at this time. In the
late twentieth century the ground-floor rooms were modernised with the external walls being lined out
with an internal skin, blocking the end fireplaces. Part of the chamber bay was partitioned off to serve as
a passage and externally accessed outhouse.

Fig. 3. Section of truss T2.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES

PHASE 1: Truss T2 is the open truss, although it was never actually ‘open’ except possibly above the
collar. It has arch-braces and a tiebeam (now truncated) with a stave groove on the top surface and stave
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mortices below. Chamfers decorate the collar, cruck blades and tiebeam, demonstrating the refinement of
the overall design. The truss must have provided a virtually closed partition between the main body of
the hall and the service area ; the hearth was presumably situated under the louvre on the bay I side of the
truss. This is an interesting contrast with Pithouse, Mapledurham (MDM-B), where the similarly infilled
‘open’ truss is undecorated. At Three Chimneys, the extent of the partitioning below the tiebeam is
unclear due to the removal of the middle section of the beam, but the evidence of the surviving stave
mortices suggests a possible narrow door opening at the west end.

Truss T3 between the hall and the chamber is a closed truss with the same apex type as T2. A
considerable deposit of soot on the underside of the cruck blade above the collar suggests that the daub
might have been inserted some time later, but the tree-ring date of 1458 from a stave from this panel
proves unequivocally that this panel is primary. The soot deposits probably arose from smoke seeping
through the shrinkage gap between the daub and the cruck blade. An interesting feature of this infilling is
the re-use of what appears to be a member from a cart used as a stave between the purlin and the ridge on
the upper side of the cruck blade. The centre stave of the panel above the panel also appears to be re-
used. It is an oval shaped timber measuring 1¾ by 2in.

Fig. 4. Interior view of the
roof.

The ridge measures 5in square and is diagonally-set, unlike that at Pithouse which is square-set. It
is scarfed in the middle of Bay II with a 9in long horizontal scarf, the lower section being clasped by a 3
by 3in tenoned yoke on the centre rafter (Fig. 4). The purlins measure 7-8in wide by 5in deep and are
carried on the backs of the cruck blades or on packing pieces, both methods being used in the centre
truss. There is evidence for windbraces, although none survive. Whilst all of the main structural timbers
are of oak, most of the rafters are beech saplings cleaved in half, measuring between 4 by 2in, and 2 by
6in. Although the thatch itself has been replaced, most of the thatching laths survive. They are riven oak,
about 4in wide, and some of the original sooted cord used to tie on the thatch survives..

Evidence survives for a primary smoke louvre on the southern side of T2 in the form of two peg
holes in the first two rafters, one of which still retains its peg. This must have fixed the base rail for a
louvre laid over the rafters as at Mill Farm, Mapledurham (MDM-A). A secondary smoke hood still
survives in part, using this smoke louvre for a chimney. The present chimney stack has been built within
this smoke hood, in the same position as the original louvre.

Little evidence remains for door and window positions, although the large pair of studs to the south
of the western cruck blade of the open truss, by the present stairs, may indicate the original door position.
An original window may have been located in the same position as the present northern window on the
east side of Bay II.

PHASE 2: A secondary smoke louvre was inserted on the north side of truss T2, off-centre of the ridge.
It is indicated by two mortices on the eastern purlin, one partially over the cruck blade and the other
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some 3ft to the north. These evidently received the eastern corner posts of the louvre, with the ridge
presumably supporting the western side. This louvre was open for some time as the cruck blade adjacent
has been weathered clean of soot.

The joists in Bay III are of large section whole trees laid flat, of dimensions 6-6½in wide and 4in
deep, set at 16-27in centres, bearing on beams adjoining the tiebeams of trusses T3 and T4. The joists
infilling bay I are laid transversely, supported on the wall plates, measuring 6-8in wide and at least 3 ½in
deep. They are set at between 17 and 24in centres and, unusually are of beech. Neither of these floors are
likely to be primary, but both are probably no later than 1500.

DOCUMENTARY HISTORY

The documentary history has not been extensively investigated, although the Mapledurham estate
archives undoubtedly contain much information about the house. It is clearly shown on the 1587
Blagrave map of the Mapledurham estate, when it was in the tenure of Abraham Emery (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. View of Three Chimneys on the Blagrave
map of 1587
(at Mapledurham House, reproduced with the kind
permission of Mr J.J. Eyston).

DENDROCHRONOLOGY
For dendrochronology abbreviations see page facing Introduction.

Sampling Comments: Six core samples were obtained by D. Miles in 1991 of which one cruck and two
purlins were dated. All three samples had complete sapwood and were found to have been felled in the
winter of 1457/8. The following year a further sample was taken from a stave removed from the closed
partition of T3, and this produced a felling date of 1458, showing it to be coeval with the structural
timber frame.

TREE-RING SAMPLE RECORD AND SUMMARY OF DATING

Sample Total Sapwood FMR LHR LMR Date
Code Sample Location Rings Rings Date Date Date Cat
CHIMN-1 South cruck, truss T2 100 - - - - -
CHIMN-2 North cruck, truss T2 115 28C 1343 1429 1457 4a
CHIMN-3 Purlin 65 22C 1393 1435 1457 2
CHIMN-4 Purlin 93 22C 1365 1435 1457 2
CHIMN-5 South cruck, truss T3 27 - - - - -
CHIMN-6 South cruck, truss T4 87 - - - - -
CHIMN-7 Beech floor joist, bay I 71 - - - - -
CHIMN-8 Beech floor joist, bay I 65 - - - - -
CHIMN-20Stave, truss T3 72 22C 1387 1436 1458 2

Site sequence: (samples 3, 4, 20), 94 rings long dated 1365–1458 with t-values of 5.4 (KITCHEN),
5.5(CEELY, site sequence of Ceely House, Aylesbury, VA23.48)

Sample 2 only: 115 rings long dated 1343–1457 with t-values of 6.0 (KINGLCY1), 4.2(STHELEN1).
Felling dates, samples 2, 3, 4 (all with complete sapwood), Winter 1457/8; sample 20 (complete
sapwood) Winter 1458/9.


